
Physics 112
\, Extra - Uniformlv Accelerated Motion problems

1. A car travelling at 28.0 m/s [E] slows dolr,n for a stoplight. lf it takes the car 8.0 s to
come to a complete stop, what is the displacement of the car while it is coning to a
stop?

2. If a motorcycle with an initial velocity of 12 inls [N] accelerates at 4.0 m/s2 [N] hou,
long u'ill it take for the motorcycle to have a final velocity of 30 in/s [N]?

3. A runner off the starting block accelerates at2.0 m/s2 [S] for 3.0 s. What is his
dispiacement?

4. A golf ball rolls up a steep hill. lt is initially travelling at 25 m/s and slows dorvn
with an acceleration ivith a magnitude of 5.0 m/s2. Find its displacement after l5 s.

5. What is the acceleration of a truck that takes 8.5 s to decrease its speed fiorn 35 m/s to
5.0 rl/s?

6. It takes a car 6.5 s to accelerate fi'om rest to a final velocity of 24 rnls. What is the
acceleration of the car?
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l. An airplane accelerates dorvn a runway at3.20 m/s2 for 32.8 s until is finaily lifts off
the ground. Detennine the distance traveled before takeoff.

8. Upton Chuck is ridin-e the Giant Drop at Great Arnerica. If Upton fiee falls for 2.60 s.
what willbe his final velocity and how far rvili he fall?

9. A race car accelerates unifonnly from 18.5 m/s to 46.r m/s in 2.47 seconds.
Detennine the acceleration of the car and the distance traveled.

10. A feather is dropped on the moon fi'om a height of 1.40 meters. The acceleration of
gravity on the moon is 1.67 mls2. Determine the time for the feather to fall to the
surface of the moon.

1 1. A car travelin g at 22.4 m/s skids to a stop in 2.55 s. Determine the skidding distance
of the car.

12. A kangaroo is capable ofjumping to a height of 2.62 m. Detenline the takeoff speed
ofthe kangaroo.

13. If Michael Jordan has a vertical leap of 1.29 m, then u4rat is his takeoff speed and his
hang time (total time to move upwards to the peak and then retum to the ground)?

14. The observation deck of tall sky5s..ref 370 ntabove the street. IJetemine the tirne
required lor a penny to fiee fall froni the deck to the street belov,,.



A bullet is moving at a speed of 361 rn/s r.vhen it ernbeds into a lump of moist clay.

The bullet penetrates for a distance of 0.0621 m. Detenline the acceleration of the

buliet u,hile moving into the clay.

It was once recorded that a Jaguar left skid marks that rvere 290 m in length.

Assuming that tire Jaguar skidded to a stop with a constant acceleration of 3.90 m/s',

detenline the speed of the Jaguar before it began to skid.

17 . Aheiicopter, traveling at 180 km/h accelerates at 1.6 m/s2 for 15 s. What is its speed

at the end of the 15 s, and how far did it travel during that time?

,' 18..4 speedboat covers a distance of 685 min22 seconds. If the boat started out going

l -,r' 24 m/s, what was its acceleration and how fast was it going at the end of 22 seconds?

19. A plane flying at 80 m/s is unifonnly accelerated at the rate of 2.0 rn/s2. \&hat is the

distance it will travel during a 10 s interval after acceleration begins?

15.
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